
SOCIAL FACTORS EFFECTING TO THE KFC

The impact of social factors is not only important for the operational aspect of KFC , but also on the marketing aspect of
the organization.

In the PEST analysis, it will consider every factor is involved in the entire business environment. If you need
help with something similar, please submit your details here. And Colonel Sanders, a quick service restaurant
pioneer, has become a symbol of entrepreneurial spirit. Doing business. Health and safety laws were created
after witnessing the horrible conditions that employees were forced to work in during and directly after the
industrial revolution. For example, create new menu contains vegetarian food besides normal menu. The
second is household size, KFC will more target on a whole family members, that why KFC have provide
many family packages meals. The first time he sold his famous chicken was on a road side and gained
popularity from there. I want to conduct a PEST analysis of this company. For example, managers can give
more bonuses for workers in order to encourage them to finish their duty perfectly. He became a well-known
personality throughout thousands of KFC restaurants or outlets worldwide. Hussey explains us that the type of
methodolgoies would reflect the suppositions of the research paradigm. After this, the spicy fried chicken is
coming up next. If there is a likelihood that the data is stolen, then KFC will lose its competitive edge and
have a high chance of failure. So, it creates more chance for Food and Beverage services expand its business.
They ensure that everyone is Globalization of the economy 6. Premium Apple Inc. Philosophy The basic
purpose of this research is to find out the business strategies used by KFC in India for The risk of military
invasion by hostile countries may cause divestment from ventures. It has to disclose its financial position to
them and include them in all the major investment decisions. Economical Economical factors included
economic growth trends, consumer confidence index, government spending levels, exchange rates, taxation,
disposable income, unemployment, tariffs, inflation, production levels and more. That why people like to have
meal at KFC. Today major concerns for a company are not just about dealing with strong competition but also
these social groups which mount extreme pressure on the company until it relents. There are restaurants selling
specifically burgers, pizzas or only chicken, Mexican cuisine and many others. Although a depressed economy
will generally be a treat which results in a number of organizations going out of business, it can provide
opportunities for some Robinson and et al. There are many law suits on them by their customers who have
proof that they have been served faulty food, which is either raw or rotten. KFC should be very careful not to
lose the connection to the target market's interests and priorities. Ministry of Trade and Industry. Retrieved
March 12, , from How to cite this page Choose cite format:. This is the affect of the social on PEST. In a
normal child, progress within the different domains varies, as in the toddler who walks late but speaks in
sentences early Recommendation: In order to gain more customers satisfaction, KFC can do some renovations.
Their menu contains small types of foods such as hamburgers, chicken, french-fries. As I say early, KFC had
targeted all the classes to increase the profit of the company. Environmental Factors that Impact KFC
Different industries hold different standards of environmental protection in their head as the norm. While its
primary focus is friedchicken, KFC also offers a line of roasted chickenproducts, side dishes and desserts. I
will also go over which factors are having the most significant impact on the business and how the businesses
are trying to adapt and change in order to try and negate the impact of these factors and how they may
capitalize on some. A thorough understanding of the customers, their lifestyle, level of education and beliefs
in a society, or segment of society, would help design both the products and marketing messages that would
lead to a venture becoming a success. Fast food business is categorised according to the food served as well as
their facilities and locations. It can affect negatively to KFC business. Statistics Singapore.


